
Price Guide 



Handmade celebration cakes especially for you and 
tailored for any occasion.

Bespoke cakes serve an important function in bringing a 
celebration together, and each cake I make is designed 
especially for you and your requirements. This is my 
favourite part – every cake is different, and with a little 
imagination I can turn your ideas into cake reality!                            

 KatyBakey



Tel: 07949 777921
www.KatyBakey.co.uk
katybakey@gmail.com

£425

£750 £375 £395 

£300£375£650

£950 £550

£775
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£200

£185 £175

£165 9” £250 £150

£285

£175

8” £150

£375 £355

£160 £210
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8” 6” £150 8”, 6” £150 8”, 6” £175 8” 6” 4” £250

8”, 6” £1758”, 6”  £1308” 6” £150

10”, 8” £175

£958” 6” £175
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8” 6” £110 £175 8” 6” £110 8” 6” £165

8”, 6” £2508” 6”  £1658” £130

10”, 8” £175

10” 8” 6” £3008” 6” £130



Consultation
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Please note not all cakes require a consultation, it will depend on the complexity of the design and what is 
required. 

During a consultation we discuss the theme of your event, the venue, any ideas you have, the colours, size of 
cake etc and you can ask me any questions you might have. At this stage I can give you a better idea of cost 
or work within your chosen budget. This will be roughly 30-45 minutes and please bring with you any colour 
samples or images. Or if you prefer this stage can be done via email. 
 
If the design is straight forward I can give you an idea of cost after this process.

Depending on the design of the cake further research and design work may be needed.  If this is the case I ask 
for a £75 non-refundable deposit for me to design the cake. This amount is deducted from the 
overall price should you choose me to make your cake for you. Or should you chose, the design is then yours 
to do with as you wish. 
 
Once the details have been agreed I ask for a further deposit up to the value of 50% of the booking. 
This reserves your chosen date.  The remaining terms for the payment of the balance will depend on the cake 
value and if it is being collected or delivered. These will be issued at time of order. 



Prices
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Round Celebration cakes 

8” maderia cake from £90
10” maderia cake from £140
3D carved cakes from £150

2 Tier
7” and 5” from £110 - £200
8” and 6” from £130 - £250
9” and 7” from £150 - £275
10” and 8” from £200 - £300

3 Tier
8”, 6” and 4” from £250 - £350
9”, 7” and 5” from £275 - £400
10”, 8” and 6” from £350 - £500

Please note these prices are just a guide based on recent cakes commisioned. 
Depending on the design of your cake the price will vary.

4 Tier
10” 8” 6”  and 4” from £550 - £900

5 Tier 
12” 10” 8” 6” and 4” from £850 - £1,500

Fake tiers  
4 tier: 3 fake 1 real from £350
4 tier: 2 fake 2 real from £450
5 tier: 4 fake 1 real from £500
5 tier: 3 fake 2 real from £600

Dessert Table
24 mini cupcakes £25 
Cake pops start from £3.00 each (minimum order 10)
24 Cupcakes from £2.00 each
24 macarons from £45

For fruit cake please add on the following costs: 10” £40, 8” £30, 6” £15, 4” £10. 

Square cakes and non standard height cakes will inccur an additional cost. 

Delivery and set up of tiered cakes from £35
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